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Abstra t

We present results from a variety of learned
information extra tion systems for identifying human protein names in Medline abstra ts and subsequently extra ting intera tions between the proteins. We demonstrate
that ma hine learning approa hes using support ve tor ma hines and hidden Markov
models are able to identify human proteins
with higher a ura y than several previous
approa hes. We also demonstrate that various rule indu tion methods are able to identify protein intera tions with higher pre ision
than manually-developed rules.

1. Introdu tion
An in redible wealth of biologi al information is stored
in published arti les in s ienti journals. Summaries
of more than 11 million su h arti les are available in
the Medline database. However, retrieving and proessing this information is very diÆ ult due to the la k
of formal stru ture in the natural-language narrative in
these do uments. Automati ally extra ting information from biomedi al text holds the promise of easily
onsolidating large amounts of biologi al knowledge in
omputer-a essible form. A number of re ent proje ts
have fo used on the manual development of information extra tion (IE) systems for extra ting information from biomedi al literature (Fukuda et al., 1998;
Blas hke & Valen ia, 2001). Unfortunately, manual
engineering of IE systems for parti ular appli ations is
a tedious and time- onsuming pro ess. Consequently,

signi ant re ent resear h in information extra tion
has fo used on using ma hine learning te hniques to
help automate the development of IE systems (Cardie,
1997). Re ently, several ma hine learning methods
have been used to develop Medline IE systems (Tanabe
& Wilbur, 2002; Ray haudhuri et al., 2002).
We are exploring the use of a variety of ma hine learning methods to automati ally develop IE systems for
extra ting information on gene/protein name and intera tions from Medline abstra ts. Approximately
40,000 human genes are known from the sequen es
of the human genome (Venter & et al., 2001), yet
fewer than 5,000 are well hara terized and likely to
be des ribed in the literature. Unlike other organisms, su h as yeast or Es heri hia oli, human gene
names have no standardized naming onvention, and
thus represent a more diÆ ult extra tion problem. In
this paper, we present ross-validated results on identifying human proteins and their intera tions by training
and testing on a set of approximately 1,000 manuallyannotated Medline abstra ts that dis uss human proteins. Previous proje ts on extra tion from Medline
typi ally present results for a single method with limited or no omparison to other methods. By ontrast,
we present uniform results of a wide variety of methods on a single, reasonably large, human-annotated
orpus, thereby giving a broader pi ture of the relative strengths of di erent approa hes.

2. Biomedi al Corpora
In order to generate a orpus for testing the extra tion
of protein names and intera tions, we manually tagged

approximately 1,000 abstra ts from among the 11 million abstra ts available in Medline. 750 abstra ts ontaining the word \human" are used for testing protein name extra tion. Of these, 61.3% dis ussed proteins, with a total of 5,206 protein referen es. 200
abstra ts previously known to ontain protein intera tions were obtained from the Database of Intera ting Proteins (http://dip.doe-mbi.u la.edu/) and
tagged for 1,101 intera tions and 4,141 protein names.
As negative examples of intera tions were rare in these
abstra ts, an extra set of 30 abstra ts were olle ted by
s anning approximately 5,000 abstra ts for senten es
that mention at least two proteins that do not intera t.
The resulting 230 abstra ts are used to test intera tion
extra tion.

3. Protein Name Identi ation
In this se tion we explore the problem of re ognizing
referen es to human proteins using the tagged data
des ribed in the previous se tion.
3.1. IE Methods

3.1.1. Di tionary-based Extra tion

The su ess of a protein tagger depends on how well
it aptures the regularities of protein naming as well
as name variations. In the di tionary-based approa h,
we started with an extensive set of protein names extra ted from two fairly omprehensive sour es: (1)
the le human.seq, downloaded from the Human Proteome Initiative (HPI) of Expasy;1 and (2) the le
feb2002-tables.tar.gz, downloaded from the Gene
Ontology Database.2
Altogether, these di tionaries ontain 42,172 protein
names (synonyms in luded). This olle tion of protein
names, hen eforth referred to as the original di tionary, was further extended by isolating and repla ing
numbers with hni, Roman letters with hri and Greek
letters with hg i. We tag a textual n-gram as a protein
name only if it is an instan e of one of these generalizations. The aim was to extend the overage of the
original set, while at the same time trying to minimize any de rease in a ura y. Table 1 shows some
examples of name generalizations.
We used this generalized di tionary-based tagger for
supplying a pre-tagged input to some of the learning
methods that will be dis ussed in the following se tions.
1
URL:
2

http://us.expasy.org/sprot/hpi/

URL: http://www.godatabase.org/dev/database/

Table 1.

Di tionary generalizations.

Protein Names

NF-IL6-beta
NF-kappa B
TR2

Generalized Names

NF IL hni hg i
NF hg i hri
TR hni

3.1.2. Rapier and BWI
Rapier (Cali & Mooney, 1999) is a rule learning
algorithm that a quires unbounded patterns for extra ting information from text. Ea h extra tion rule
onsists of a pre- ller pattern that mat hes text immediately pre eding a ller, a ller pattern that mat hes
the extra ted substring, and a post- ller pattern that
mat hes the text immediately following the ller.

To help Rapier apture generalities that are not evident from the words alone, we supplied part-of-spee h
(POS) tags to every word in the text. POS tags are
potentially useful be ause ertain types of words (e.g.
ardinal numbers and proper nouns) are likely andidates of being parts of a protein name. In another
experiment, we repla ed the POS tags with the output
of the di tionary-based tagger in order to in orporate
domain knowledge into the learning algorithm.
We also performed similar experiments with Boosted
Wrapper Indu tion (BWI) (Freitag & Kushmeri k,
2000), a method that repeatedly learns extra tion
rules omposed of simple ontextual patterns alled
wrappers.
3.1.3. Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are learning with
sto hasti nite state automata. They have proved
to be highly e e tive in a number of information extra tion tasks (Bikel et al., 1999; Ray & Craven, 2001).
Following the approa h used in (Ray & Craven, 2001),
we built HMMs for identifying protein names based
on words and POS information (and/or the output
of the di tionary-based tagger). It involved reating
a positive model for re ognizing senten es ontaining
protein names, and a null model for re ognizing senten es without any protein names. The positive model
was trained on senten es tagged with protein names,
while the null model was trained on the remaining senten es. In the extra tion phase, a senten e is deemed
as positive (i.e. ontaining protein names) only if the
likelihood of emission by the positive model is greater
than the likelihood of emission by the null model.

3.1.4. Token Classifi ation and Support
Ve tor Ma hines

3.1.5. Existing Protein Name Identifi ation
Systems

Sin e our tagged Medline abstra ts do not ontain any
protein names that dire tly abut ea h other, we an
redu e the named-entity re ognition problem to lassi ation of individual words. Protein names are extra ted by identifying the longest sequen es of words
that have been lassi ed as being part of a protein
name. Similar approa hes have been applied su essfully to the task of text hunking, whi h is identifying
simple phrases su h as non-re ursive noun and verb
phrases (Roth & van den Bos h, 2002).

For omparison, we tested two existing protein name
identi ation systems. The rst is KEX version
1.21 (Fukuda et al., 1998), whi h has a set of handbuilt pattern mat hing rules that makes use of POS
information. The se ond system is Abgene (Tanabe
& Wilbur, 2002), whi h uses a transformation-based
tagger to produ e initial tagging, and several di tionaries and ontextual rules for weeding out false positives and re overing false negatives.

In our experiments, we used support ve tor ma hines
(SVMs) as the token lassi er (Vapnik, 1998).3 SVMs
are generally onsidered to be the urrently best te hnique for text lassi ation (Joa hims, 1998). Building
SVMs involves nding an optimal margin hyperplane
that separates positive (tokens annotated as proteins)
and negative examples with minimal training errors.
For ea h token, we built a feature ve tor onsisting of
the urrent word, the previous and following N words,
and their orresponding POS tags (or the output of
the di tionary-based tagger). To apture morphologi al similarities and alleviate the problem of unseen
words, we in luded as features the last one, two, and
three hara ters of ea h word in the feature ve tor,
whi h we hen eforth refer to as the suÆx features. We
also in luded as features the lass labels of the N preeding tokens. Sin e the lass labels were not given in
the test data, they were de ided dynami ally during
the tagging of previous tokens (Kudoh & Matsumoto,
2000). For ea h extra ted sequen e of tokens, we used
the minimal distan e from the separating hyperplane
as a quantitative measure of on den e.

3.2. Experimental Results

The training set for the token lassi ation problem
is highly imbalan ed. Out of the 209,022 tokens in
our orpus, only 10,175 of them (4.87%) are protein
names. As pointed out by Kubat et al. (1998), the
indu ed lassi ers tend to be highly a urate on negative examples but also produ e many false negatives
whi h lead to low re all. By sampling the training set
and feeding the learner with only negative examples
surrounding the positive ones, we an shift the resulting hyperplane and potentially redu e the number of
false negatives. Our experiments supported this laim
and showed that we ould attain very high re all at
the expense of pre ision.
3
We have tried a number of lassi ers, and SVMs seem
to perform the best. Please refer to (Bunes u et al., submitted 2002) for details.

3.2.1. Experimental Methodology

The 750 Medline abstra ts annotated with protein tags
were tokenized using simple pattern rules developed
for the Penn Treebank proje t.4 For programs requiring senten e-segmented input, we used the senten e
segmenter from the KEX tagger with additional rules
for bulleted lists. To produ e POS tags, we used Brill's
POS tagger, whi h we trained using 10,000 untagged
Medline abstra ts. Those abstra ts were obtained the
same way we did for the set of 750 abstra ts. No stemming or stopword ltering was performed during the
experiments.
We performed ten-fold ross validation on ea h learning algorithm with a parti ular parameter setting.
Ea h extra ted protein name in the test data was ompared to the human-tagged data, with the positions
taken into a ount. Two protein names are onsidered
a mat h if they onsist of the same hara ter sequen e
in the same position in the text. This dete ts ir umstan es where ommon English words are in orre tly
re ognized as protein names, and ensures that all referen es to proteins are re ognized.5 We measured pre ision (per entage of extra ted names that are orre t),
re all (per entage of orre t names that are found),
and F-measure (harmoni mean of pre ision and reall).
3.2.2. Quantitative Results

Table 2 summarizes results for the protein taggers presented, along with any additional sour es of information used. For the SVM tagger, we use the full set of
negative examples for training, and use N = 2 sin e
it provides the best performan e. For systems whi h
output on den es that allow trading-o pre ision and
4
URL:
5

http://www. is.upenn.edu/~treebank/

Sin e Abgene provides no positional information, we
assume that all o urren es of the extra ted strings are
re ognized as proteins.

re all (i.e. BWI, SVM, and HMM), results are presented for the maximum a hievable re all.
For ease of omparison, we show pre ision-re all urves
in Figure 1, using the version of ea h system that gave
the best F-measure (as shown in bold in Table 2).
For those IE methods that output extra tion on den es, we show urves indi ating the pre ision for
ea h a hievable level of re all. For the SVM tagger, we
a hieve higher re all by gradually redu ing the number of negative examples in the training set, until only
those negative examples adja ent to positive examples
remain. At the point of maximum re all (81.82%),
53.17% of the training examples are positive, and we
are able to a hieve 10.83% pre ision. Single pre isionre all points are shown for all other methods.
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arbitrarily high pre ision by adjusting the level of reall. This is be ause the extra tion on den e seems to
truly re e t the probability of orre tness. Sin e high
pre ision is needed to extra t a urate knowledge from
text, this is a signi ant ontribution. We an also obtain mu h higher re all by sampling the training data
for use by token lassi ation methods. The proposed
proteins may be subje t to further ltering to produ e
a more a urate set.
All of our IE methods perform signi antly better
than two existing protein taggers, KEX and Abgene.
Given that these systems were developed for di erent
distributions of proteins, this is not surprising; however it does illustrate the relative diÆ ulty of identifying human proteins. The hand-built rules used in
KEX were developed and tested on a rather on ned
set of proteins di erent from the human proteins in
our data. Abgene uses transformation-based learning (TBL) to learn a protein tagger; however, the spei tagger we obtained was not trained spe i ally
for human proteins. Our own experiments with TBL
showed that even when spe i ally trained for human
proteins, a TBL-based tagger was still inferior to many
other learning approa hes.6

4. Protein Intera tion Extra tion
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Figure 1.
Pre ision-re all urves for protein taggers in
their best settings.

This se tion dis usses our work on identifying humanprotein intera tions assuming that the proteins themselves have already been tagged. We also present omparison of our ma hine-learning systems with humanwritten extra tion rules.
4.1. IE Methods

4.1.1. Rapier and BWI
3.2.3. Dis ussion of Results

Overall, the results show limited utility of POS tags.
The use of POS tags in Rapier and SVM does not
improve F-measure signi antly a ording to a paired
t-test (p > 0:05). An ex eption is for HMM, where the
F-measure in reases signi antly when both the POS
tags and the output of the di tionary-based tagger are
available. This is be ause the in lusion of POS tags
results in a model with more states, allowing for more
a urate modeling of the data. On the other hand, the
di tionary-based tagger is generally helpful in boosting
pre ision or re all. The SVM tagger also shows better
pre ision with the in lusion of suÆx features.
While none of the learning methods a hieve a signi ant improvement over the di tionary-based tagger in
terms of F-measure, several of them an produ e mu h
higher pre ision. In parti ular, SVM is able to a hieve

In order to adapt slot- lling IE systems that extra t
individual entities (like Rapier and BWI) to the problem of extra ting relations, we developed two approa hes. The rst approa h we all the Inter ller
approa h. Given two tagged entities parti ipating in a
relationship, the text fragment between them is alled
the inter ller. If a slot- lling IE system extra ts an
inter ller, the tagged entities before and after it an
be extra ted as parti ipating in the targeted relation.
The se ond approa h we all the Role- ller approa h.
In this approa h, we extra t the two related entities
into di erent role-spe i slots. For protein intera tions, we named the roles intera tor and intera tee.
We then assume that all intera ting proteins appear in
6
Please refer to (Bunes u et al., submitted 2002) for
details.

Table 2.

Performan e of protein taggers in di erent settings.

IE Methods and Additional Information Used
Di tionary-based

with generalized di tionary

Rapier

words only
part-of-spee h
di tionary-based tagger
BWI (300 iterations, 2 lookaheads, max. re all)
words only
di tionary-based tagger
HMM (max. re all)
part-of-spee h
di tionary-based tagger
part-of-spee h and di tionary-based tagger
SVM (N = 2, full training set, max. re all)
pre eding lass labels
pre eding lass labels and part-of-spee h
pre eding lass labels and di tionary-based tagger
with additional suÆx features
KEX
Abgene

the same senten e and extra t the related pairs using
the following heuristi s. (1) The intera tors and intera tees appearing in the same senten e form a sequen e
of role llers. This sequen e is separated into segments
at the points where an intera tee is immediately followed by an intera tor. Intera tors and intera tees an
only be paired within the same segment. (2) Ea h intera tor is asso iated with the next o uring intera tee
in the segment. (3) If there are fewer intera tors (intera tees) than intera tees (intera tors) in the segment,
use the last intera tor (intera tee) in onstru ting the
remaining pairs. In our human-tagged intera tion orpus, assuming intera tors and intera tees are properly
tagged, this approa h identi es all the intera ting pairs
with 99.2% a ura y.
Both of these approa hes have been used to train BWI
to extra t intera ting proteins, and the Role- ller approa h has been used to train Rapier to extra t intera tions. Rapier ould not learn to extra t inter llers
su essfully, sin e, in the worst ase, the time omplexity of its generalization algorithm an grow exponentially in the length of a ller. Sin e extra ted
entities are usually fairly short, this is typi ally not a
problem in standard slot- lling IE. However, the long
inter llers in many protein intera tions prevented us
from running Rapier with the Inter ller approa h.
4.1.2. ELCS

We have also developed a new method for dire tly
learning patterns for extra ting relations between pre-

Pre ision

Re all

62.27%

45.85%

F-measure

52.81%

76.11%
70.84%
74.49%

9.97%
11.05%
12.22%

17.63%
19.12%

21.00%

70.67%
71.01%

11.52%
24.06%

35.94%

49.21%
51.24%
60.29%

25.93%
33.73%
39.95%

33.96%
40.68%

69.16%
70.18%
65.00%
70.38%
14.68%
32.39%

19.74%
19.72%
45.43%
44.49%
31.83%
45.87%

19.81%

48.05%
30.72%
30.79%
53.48%

54.42%
20.09%
37.97%

viously tagged entities. Blas hke and Valen ia (2001;
2002) manually developed rules for extra ting intera ting proteins. Our method ELCS (Extra tion using
Longest Common Subsequen es) automati ally learns
su h rules from the training data.
ELCS' rule representation is similar to that in
(Blas hke & Valen ia, 2001; Blas hke & Valen ia,
2002), ex ept that it urrently does not use POS tags,
but allows disjun tions of words. Figure 3 shows some
examples of rules learned by ELCS. Words in square
bra kets separated by `j' indi ate disjun tive lexi al
onstraints, i.e. one of the given words must mat h
the senten e at that position. The numbers in parentheses between adja ent onstraints indi ate the maximum number of un onstrained words allowed between
the two ( alled a word gap). A senten e mat hes the
rule if and only if it satisifes the word onstraints in
the given order and respe ts the respe tive word gaps.
One of the ELCS' versions allows onjun tions of the
sequen es of words (last two examples in Figure 3) and
in order to mat h su h a rule a senten e must mat h
ea h of these sequen es.
Senten es in the training data that ontain intera ting
proteins are alled positive senten es and others are
alled negative senten es. Note that a positive senten e may ontain more than two proteins and more
than one pair of intera ting proteins. In order to extra t the intera ting pairs, the rules should be trained
to pi k out exa tly the intera ting proteins from the
positive senten es. To do this we repli ate positive

The self - asso iation site appears to
be formed by intera tions between heli es 1 and 2
of beta spe trin1 repeat 17 of one dimer with helix 3 of alpha spe trin1 repeat 1 of the other dimer to
form two ombined alpha - beta triple - heli al segments .
Senten e 1:

Title - Physi al and fun tional intera tions between the trans riptional inhibitors Id32 and
ITF - 2b2 .
Senten e 2:

Generalization using longest ommon sequen e (LCS):

- (7) intera tions (0) between (5) PROT (9) PROT (17) .
Generalization using edit-distan e (ED):

[selfjTitle℄ (0) - (4) [bejPhysi al℄ (0) [formedjand℄ (0)
[byjfun tional℄ (0) intera tions (0) between (2) [andjthe℄
(0) [2jtrans riptional℄ (0) [ofjinhibitors℄ (0) PROT (8)
[ofjand℄ (0) PROT (17) .
Generalization using onjun tions (CJ):

V

f - (7) intera tions (0) between (5) PROT (9) PROT (17)
. g f- (11) and (6) PROT (9) PROT (17) . g

Generalizations of two senten es using di erent
methods. Protein names have been underlined and same
sub-s ript numbers indi ate intera tions between them.
Tag `PROT' stands for potein name.

Figure 2.

senten es having n proteins (n > 2) into C2n senten es
su h that ea h one has exa tly two of the proteins
tagged, with the rest of the protein tags omitted. If the
tagged proteins intera t, then the repli ated senten e
is added to the set of positive senten es, otherwise it is
added to the set of negative senten es. During testing
also we repli ate senten es ontaining more than two
protein names in a similar way.
ELCS indu es rules using a bottom-up approa h. It
starts with positive senten es and repeatedly generalizes them to form rules. We have developed three
methods for generalizing rules. The rst method nds
the longest ommon subsequen e (LCS) of words between the rules. EÆ ient algorithms for omputing an
LCS are presented in (Gus eld, 1997). After nding
the LCS between two rules, we determine the size of
word gaps between every two adja ent words in their
LCS as the larger of the number of words plus the
sum of existing word gaps between the two LCS words
where they are found in the orignal two rules.
Our se ond method of generalization uses edit distan e (ED) (Gus eld, 1997) and reates more spei rules that ontain disjun tive onstraints. The
most ommon edit distan e is Levenshtein distan e
(Levenshtein, 1966), de ned as the minimum number of edit operations (adding, deleting, or repla ing
an item) required to onvert one sequen e into another. We use the minimal edit-operation sequen e
obtained when omputing Levenshtein distan e to gen-

intera tions (0) between (4) PROT (0) and (4) PROT
(16) .
PROT (0) / (0) PROT (10) heterodimers (36) .
[binding j substitution j AB j addition j Interestingly j
TI j intera tions℄ (0) [of j - j ,℄ (3) PROT (19)
[to j for j : j same j with℄ (10) PROT (30) [nM j
binding j 1 j CDK6 j CCR8 j death℄ (9) .
[linker j TI j armadillo j b558 j of℄ (0) [- j , j a℄ (5)
PROT (13) [and j / j with j to j ontaining℄ (0)
PROT (2) .
f, (11) PROT (25) and (8) to (9) PROT (66) .g
(11) PROT (16) bind (18) PROT (66) .g
f, (10) PROT (5) for (7) PROT (9) .g
(4) binding (6) PROT (9) .g

V f,

V f, (10) PROT

Figure 3. Some example rules learned by ELCS; the
rst
two were learned using LCS generalization, the next two
using ED generalization and the last two using CJ generalization.

eralize two rules. We preserve the ommon word onstraints between the rules, make disjun tions of onstraints when one item is repla ed by another in the
edit sequen e, and drop onstraints that are added or
deleted in the edit sequen e. Finally, we introdu e
word gaps using the method des ribed for the LCSbased generalization.
The third generalization method nds all ommon sequen es between the two rules and onsiders their onjun tion (CJ) as the generalization. Unlike the previous two methods, this method is asso iative, i.e. we
get the same generalization of a set of rules irrespe tive of the order in whi h we generalize two of them
at a time. If there is any ommon pattern among the
base rules then this property guarantees that the pattern will also appear in the generalization (note that
it is possible to lose su h a ommon pattern while taking LCS of two rules at a time). Word gaps are then
introdu ed as in the previous two methods. Figure 2
shows generalization of two senten es obtained by ea h
of these methods.
Using one of these generalization methods, a greedyovering, bottom-up rule-indu tion method is used to
learn a small set of rules that over all the positive
senten es without overing many negative ones. We
use an algorithm similar to beam sear h and onsider
only the n best rules for generalization at any time.
We start with n randomly sele ted positive examples.
These n rules are generalized with one of the remaining positive examples to obtain n more rules. Out
of these 2n rules we sele t n rules with the highest

We measure the on den e levels of our rules using m-estimate (Cestnik, 1990) whi h is a measure
of expe ted a ura y of a rule. It is de ned as:
+
on den e level(rule ) = pp++m:p
, where p and n are
n+m
the number of positive and negative examples overed
by the rule, p+ is the prior probability of positive examples and m is a parameter whi h should be set a ording to the amount of noise in the data. We set p+
as the fra tion of examples in the training data whi h
are positive and set m based on pilot studies. Figure 3
shows some sample rules learned by ELCS.
4.2. Experimental Results

4.2.1. Experimental Methodology

Medline abstra ts were pre-pro essed as des ribed in
Se tion 3.2.1. All our systems for extra ting intera tions require senten e segmentation sin e only two
proteins within a senten e are onsidered when identifying intera tions. We also ompared our systems
with manually-written rules from (Blas hke & Valenia, 2002) whi h use POS tags and (Blas hke & Valen ia, 2001) in whi h the POS tags are repla ed by
typi al words indi ating intera tions su h as a tivation, phosphorylation or intera tion for nouns and a tivates, binds or phosphorylates for verbs.
Our urrent experiments only evaluate the performan e of intera tion extra tion, assuming all protein
names have already been orre tly tagged. As in
Se tion 3.2.1, performan e is evaluated using ten-fold
ross validation and measuring re all and pre ision.
We onsider an extra ted intera tion from an abstra t
orre t only if both its proteins have been humantagged as intera ting with ea h other in that abstra t.
We don't are about their exa t positions within the
abstra t as the task is only to nd intera ting proteinpairs. For those IE methods whi h output extra tion
on den es, if we extra t more than one o urren e
of intera tion between two proteins then we ombine
their extra tion on den es using the standard NoisyOr method (Pearl, 1988).
4.2.2. Quantitative Results

Figure 4 shows pre ision-re all results for proteinintera tion extra tion when tested on abstra ts that
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on den e level and allow further generalization with
the remaining positive examples. After iterating over
the remaining positive examples in this way, the n best
rules are nally in luded in the set of learned rules and
the positive examples overed by them are removed.
The entire pro ess is repeated till we exhaust the set
of positive examples.
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Figure 4.

extra tion.

Pre ision-re all graphs for protein intera tion

have been manually tagged for protein names. We
plotted a pre ision-re all urves for BWI by utilizing its extra tion on den es and for ELCS using the
on den e levels of the rules whi h extra t the intera tions. Sin e Rapier and human-written rules do
not produ e on den es, only a single pre ision-re all
point is shown for ea h of them.
4.2.3. Dis ussion of Results

BWI gives varying degrees of high pre ision, but its
re all is generally quite low. Rapier also gives relatively high pre ison but low re all. ELCS tends to give
higher re all with only a modest de rease in pre ision
ompared to BWI and Rapier.
These results demonstrate that ma hine learning systems an provide higher pre isions than humanwritten rules. In order to avoid over-loading human
urators with too many false positives when extra ting knowledge from large volumes of text, a general
emphasis towards higher pre ision seems appropriate.
The ma hine learning systems also o er a wide range of
pre ision-re all trade-o whi h an be suitably utilized
by a user depending upon the need of an appli ation.
The ma hine learning systems an also provide re alls
higher than the best re all human-written rules an
provide.

5. Con lusions
After omparing a number of methods for extra ting
human protein names and intera tions, we obtained
the best performan e for protein tagging with an
SVM-based token lassi ation method that exploits
a generalized protein-name di tionary. For extra ting
protein intera tions, we found that several methods

for learning extra tion rules out-perform hand-written
rules with respe t to pre ision.
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